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Absolute and convective instabilities of a swirling jet/wake shear layer
Thomas Loiseleux,a) Ivan Delbende,b) and Patrick Huerre
Laboratoire d’Hydrodynamique, CNRS-E´cole polytechnique, F-91128 Palaiseau, France

~Received 30 October 1998; accepted 21 October 1999!

The absolute~AI !/convective~CI! nature of the instability is determined in the family of swirling
jet/wake shear layers considered by Martin and Meiburg@Phys. Fluids6, 424~1994!# and Lim and
Redekopp@Eur. J. Mech. B/Fluids17, 165 ~1998!#. This idealized model includes as essential
ingredients both the centrifugal instability associated with the swirl difference and the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability associated with the swirl and axial velocity differences between the core and
the outer flow. Centrifugally stabilizing or destabilizing swirl differences are found to promote AI,
but a centrifugally destabilizing configuration is more effective in triggering such a transition. For
sufficiently large swirl differences, both co-flowing jets and wakes may become AI. In the case of
jets, a centrifugally destabilizing swirl difference first brings about AI via the axisymmetric mode
m50 in a large range of mean swirl values. By contrast, a centrifugally stabilizing swirl difference
triggers AI via the helical modem52`. In the case ofwakes, a centrifugally destabilizing swirl
difference leads to AI via the bending modem51 whereas a centrifugally stabilizing swirl
difference triggers AI via various negative helical modesm521,22, etc. © 2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~00!01102-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pervasiveness of vortical flows in nature makes th
description and control an important issue in fluid mechan
research. Understanding such phenomena as water-s
and tornadoes in meteorology, leading-edge and wing
vortices in aerodynamics has motivated numerous stu
dealing with the structure, stability, and breakdown of sw
ing flows. In swirling jets and wakes, dynamical modific
tions may be ascribed to a change in the nature of the in
bility from convective to absolute, i.e., to the emergence
an instability wave with a zero-group velocity.1,2 More pre-
cisely, such a transition may explain some of the featu
associated with the onset of vortex breakdown. In this sp
previous studies have addressed the absolute/convectiv
stability problem for two specific swirling flow models: Th
Batchelor vortex3–5 and the Rankine vortex with axial flow.6

In both instances, the circulation of the base flow monoto
cally increases with radial distance so that, according to
Rayleigh criterion,7,8 centrifugal instabilities are quenche
This is not necessarily the case in many practical or exp
mental situations, i.e., wing-tip vortices9 or swirling jet
experiments,10 where the total circulation remains zero
large radial distances. In such cases, the circulation decre
with radial distance over part of the flow, a feature whi
favors the onset of centrifugal instabilities. In the pres
article, the interaction and competition between axial sh
and centrifugal instabilities are qualitatively assessed on
basis of a simple analytical model. We thus determine
absolute/convective instability characteristics of a family

a!Present address: ENSTA, 32 Boulevard Victor, 75739 Paris Cedex
France. Electronic mail: thomas.loiseleux@ensta.fr

b!Present address: LIMSI, Universite´ de Paris-Sud, 91403 Orsay Cede
France. Electronic mail: delbende@limsi.fr
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swirling jet/wake shear layers consisting of a straight vor
filament of circulationGc surrounded by a cylindrical vortex
sheet of strengthGc2G` , whereG` is the external circula-
tion. A plug flow axial jet/wake velocity profile~Fig. 1! is
added to this purely swirling cylindrical vortex sheet. A
cording to Hall11 the azimuthal velocity radial structure of
leading-edge vortex can be approximated as a thin visc
sub-core embedded within an otherwise inviscid irrotatio
outer flow. The base flow in Fig. 1 should be viewed as
simple canonical model of such physical situations.

Martin and Meiburg12 have determined the linear tempo
ral instability properties of this family of profiles: Forcen-
trifugally stabilizingflows (Gc2G`,0), the instability is of
Kelvin–Helmholtz-type, feeding on both azimuthal and ax
vorticity, and counter-rotating helical waves (m,0) are the
most unstable. When the flow iscentrifugally destabilizing
(Gc2G`.0), the most unstable modes consist of c
rotating helical waves (m.0). These properties are in qual
tative agreement with physical intuition: Kelvin–Helmhol
instability generates cross-stream vortices with a wave ve
(k,m) perpendicular to the local shear, which therefore, ta
the shape of counter-rotating spirals (m,0), whereas cen-
trifugal instability generates locally streamwise vortices s
ralling with the flow (m.0). It should be made clear tha
this model does not take into consideration the finite thi
ness of the cylindrical shear layer: Arbitrarily large strea
wise and azimuthal wave numbers remain unstable. Un
such conditions, the temporal instability framework does
single out a most amplified mode.

Kang and Lin13 and Lian and Lin14 have investigated the
spatial instability characteristics of a swirling or nonswirlin
liquid jet emanating in a nonswirling or swirling gas in ord
to gain a better understanding of the break-up process. T
velocity fields correspond to the limiting casesG`50 in Ref.

5,
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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13 andGc50 in Ref. 14 of the present flow model. A dest
bilizing ~resp. stabilizing! effect of swirl was identified for
the centrifugally destabilizing~resp. stabilizing! configura-
tion G`50 ~resp.Gc50). An increasing gas-to-liquid ratio
was determined to be destabilizing in the case of a swir
jet.13 It was found to be stabilizing or destabilizing in th
case of a liquid jet in a swirling gas,14 depending on the
respective magnitudes of the density ratio and Weber n
ber. In the present study we concentrate our attention on
instability properties of a homogeneous fluid without surfa
tension and density variations.

The absolute/convective instability characteristics
several families of swirling jets and wakes have recen
been examined by analytical and numerical means. The
trifugally stabilizing continuous basic flow commonly re
ferred to as the Batchelor vortex is known to provide
approximation of the velocity field within trailing line vorti
ces. Olendraruet al.,3,5 have applied the zero-group veloci
criterion of Briggs and Bers1,2 to the numerically determined
dispersion relation of the Batchelor vortex. These issues h
also been examined for the same basic flow by direct
merical simulations of the linear impulse response~Del-
bende, Chomaz, and Huerre4!. According to these studies
swirl greatly enhances the range of absolute instability to
extent that, for intermediate swirl values, co-flowing jets a
wakes become absolutely unstable. The transitional mo
are all negative but take distinct values for jets and wak
The piecewise continuous Rankine vortex with super
posed axial plug flow constitutes an idealized representa
of the velocity field prevailing close to the nozzle exit
swirling jets in the absence of a centrifugally destabilizi
region. As in the previous case, Loiseleux Chomaz a
Huerre6 have shown that the application of swirl promot
the AI of negative helical modes of increasingly higher o
der. The absence of a finite shear layer thickness then
vents the quenching of large streamwise and azimuthal w
numbers.

The absolute/convective instability characteristics of t
idealized models of centrifugally destabilizing swirling flow
have recently been analyzed by Lim and Redekopp.15 In the
first model, a modified Rankine vortex with superimpos
axial flow is allowed to exhibit a centrifugally destabilizin
azimuthal velocity discontinuity. The increasing magnitu
of the discontinuity is then shown to very significantly e

FIG. 1. Sketch of basic flow azimuthal and axial velocity profiles.
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hance the absolute growth rate of the axisymmetric mo
Decreasing the core density, with respect to the external d
sity, also contributes to increase the absolute growth r
The second model is the same as in the present study: In
uniform density case, jets are shown to undergo abso
instability via them50 mode as the ratio of the external
core swirl is decreased, thereby enhancing the centrifu
instability. Furthermore, decreasing the core density, w
respect to the external density, tends to promote AI. Wh
this second model is analyzed in the wake configuration,
concluded that the negative helical modes are more a
lutely unstable than their positive counterparts. It is argu
that centrifugally destabilizing swirl promotes AI where
centrifugally stabilizing swirl inhibits it.

The goal of the present study, which solely focuses
the uniform density case, is to systematically determine
absolute/convective instability boundary of the basic flo
displayed in Fig. 1 by locating the absolute/convective tra
sition curves of all positive and negative helical modes.
complete state diagram is obtained for co-flowing or coun
flowing jets and wakes and for centrifugally destabilizing
stabilizing swirl differences across the cylindrical vorte
sheet. As summarized in the conclusion, the results very
nificantly extend those obtained by Lim and Redekopp15 for
their second model. The analysis of higher order positive
negative helical modes is crucial to the determination of
absolute/convective instability boundary of the flow and t
modes examined by Lim and Redekopp15 are found not to be
the critical ones in several basic flow configurations.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND LINEAR
DISPERSION RELATION

In the entire study, the flow is assumed to be invisc
and incompressible. As sketched in Fig. 1, the basic fl
under consideration consists of a straight vortex filam
aligned along thex axis surrounded by a co-axial cylindrica
vortical sheet of radiusR, upon which is superimposed
plug flow axial velocity profile. LetU and W denote the
axial and azimuthal velocity components in the usualx–r –u
cylindrical coordinate system. The basic velocity field is th
given by

U~r !5Uc , W~r !5
Gc

2pr
, if r ,R, ~1a!

U~r !5U` , W~r !5
G`

2pr
, if r .R, ~1b!

whereUc , Gc are the core axial velocity and circulation, an
U` , G` the external axial velocity and circulation. The bas
flow effectively depends on three nondimensional control
rameters, for instance, the external flowa and the normalized
core and external circulationsgc andg` defined as

a[
U`

DU
, gc[

Gc

RDU
, g`[

G`

RDU
, ~2!

whereDU5Uc2U` represents the axial shear. This set
parameters based on the reference scalesDU andR is well
suited to discuss the effects of rotation on the instabi
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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FIG. 2. AI/CI domains in the (gc1g`)/22(gc2g`) plane for~a! a zero-external axial flow jet (a50) and~b! a zero-centerline velocity wake (a521). The
shaded area corresponds to the absolutely unstable region, and the clear area to the convectively unstable region. The linegc2g`50, separates the
centrifugally stabilizing region (gc2g`,0) and the centrifugally destabilizing region (gc2g`.0). The solid dot in~a! corresponds to the AI/CI transition
point gc54.65, g`50 calculated in Ref. 15.
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characteristics of plug flow axial jets and wakes.A contrario,
if one is interested in the effect of axial shear and advec
on the instability characteristics of cylindrical azimuthal vo
tex sheets, it is more appropriate to use as reference s
DG5Gc2G` and R. An alternate set of nondimension
control parameters may then be defined as:

dg[
DG

G`
, du[

RDU

DG
, ū[

R~Uc1U`!

2DG
. ~3!

In most of the study, results are presented in terms of the
of parameters~2!. The set~3! is briefly used at the end of th
paper to illustrate the influence of axial sheardu and advec-
tion ū.

As discussed for instance in Loiseleux, Chomaz a
Huerre~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 8!, distinct axial velocity configu-
rations are obtained for specific ranges ofa. The external
and core streams are co-flowing whena,21 or a.0 and
counter-flowing when 21,a,0. Jets correspond to
a.20.5 and wakes toa,20.5. The particular valuesa50
anda521 are associated with the zero external flow jet a
zero centerline velocity wake respectively.

Following Martin and Meiburg,1 the nondimensional lin-
ear dispersion relation is readily found to be

v5V~k;a,gc ,g` ,m!

5ak1
1

a2b S m

2p
~agc2bg`!1ka D

6 i F 1

4~a2b!
S 4mkagc

p
1

m2

p2 ~agc
22bg`

2 !14k2a

2
g`

2 2gc
2

p2 D 2
1

~a2b!2 S m

2p
~agc2bg`!1ka D 2G1/2

,

~4!

where
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a~k![
I m~k!

kIm8 ~k!
and b~k![

Km~k!

kKm8 ~k!
. ~5!

III. ABSOLUTE/CONVECTIVE INSTABILITY
CHARACTERISTICS

As extensively discussed in the literature~see for in-
stance Bers2 and Huerre and Monkewitz16!, the absolute/
convective nature of the instability is determined by the s
of the absolute growth ratev0,i , associated with the saddl
points of the dispersion relation satisfying

H dV

dk
~k0 ;a,gc ,g` ,m!50

v05V~k0 ;a,gc ,g` ,m!.

~6!

In addition the saddle points should emerge from the pin
ing of two spatial branches issuing from the upper and low
parts of the complexk-plane. Ifv0,i.0 (v0,i,0) the flow is
absolutely unstable~resp. convectively unstable!. Details of
the numerical procedure used to determinev0 may be found
in Loiseleuxet al.6

The diagrams in Fig. 2 document the effect of the sw
differencegc2g` and of the mean swirl (gc1g`)/2 on the
absolute/convective nature of the instability in zero-exter
axial flow jets@a50, Fig. 2~a!# and zero-centerline velocity
wakes@a521, Fig. 2~b!#.

Consider first the casea50 @Fig. 2~a!#. In the absence of
rotation (gc5g`50), zero-external axial flow jets are con
vectively unstable. In order to discuss the effect of swirl, it
convenient to distinguish in the (gc1g`)/22(gc2g`)
plane the centrifugally destabilizing and stabilizing doma
gc2g`.0 andgc2g`,0, respectively. The application o
a sufficiently large centrifugally destabilizing swirl differ
encegc2g`.0 is seen to induce transition to AI via th
axisymmetric modem50 whenever the mean swirl (gc
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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FIG. 3. AI/CI domains in the (gc1g`)/22(gc2g`) plane for~a! an external counterflow jet ata520.2 and~b! an external co-flow jet ata50.1. The
shaded area corresponds to the absolutely unstable region, and the clear area to the convectively unstable region. The linegc2g`50 separates the
centrifugally stabilizing region (gc2g`,0) and the centrifugally destabilizing region (gc2g`.0).
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1g`)/2 exceeds 1.7. When (gc1g`)/2 is lower than 1.7,
transition to AI occurs viam51`. By contrast, a centrifu-
gally stabilizing swirl differencegc2g`,0 always pro-
vokes a transition to AI via the pathological helical mo
m52`. This unusual feature has been verified numerica
For a fixed (gc1g`)/2, the AI/CI transition value ofgc2g`

pertaining to a given negative helical modem increases con-
tinuously towards an asymptotic maximum asm tends to
2`. The locus of such maxima as (gc1g`)/2 is varied
constitutes the curve labeledm52` in Fig. 2~a!. The nu-
merical value ofm52` is taken to bem5240. The same
methodology is used to obtain the AI/CI transition cur
labeled m51` on the centrifugally destabilizing sid
gc2g`.0. According to Fig. 2~a!, a centrifugally destabi-
lizing swirl difference is more efficient in triggering a tran
sition to AI than a centrifugally stabilizing swirl difference
More importantly, a centrifugally destabilizing swirl differ
ence clearly promotesaxisymmetric or positive helical
modes, whereas a centrifugally stabilizing swirl differen
promotesnegative helical modes of gradually decreasin
umu. The AI/CI transition point (gc54.65; g`50) for the
m50 mode in Fig. 2~a! is in satisfactory agreement with th
resultgc52p30.7454.62 obtained by Lim and Redekopp2

at g`50.
Consider next the casea521 @Fig. 2~b!#. In the absence

of rotation (gc5g`50), the zero-centerline velocity wak
is CI. In this instance, a moderately large centrifugally d
stabilizing swirl difference induces a transition to AI via th
positive bending modem51. A centrifugally stabilizing
swirl difference clearly promotesnegativehelical modes but
the critical transitional mode is sensitive to the value
(gc1g`)/2. As in the previous case, a centrifugally desta
lizing swirl difference is more effective in promoting AI. A
first sight, the present results forgc2g`.0 do not corrobo-
rate those of Lim and Redekopp15 for gc.0 and g`50:
Negative helical modes are found by these authors to
critical whereas the present study clearly singles out posi
helical modes. Such a discrepancy is more apparent
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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real: It is due to the fact that the swirl parameterSw intro-
duced in Ref. 15 is related to the parameters of the pre
study bySw5gc/2pa. Whena521, gc.0 corresponds to
Sw,0 and consequentlym is changed into2m. Further-
more, the curvesm521 andm522 in Fig. 17 of Ref. 15
should probably be switched. If such substitutions are ma
there is both quantitative and qualitative agreement betw
both studies.

It is worth pointing out the peculiar features which ari
along the linegc2g`50 separating the centrifugally desta
bilizing and stabilizing domains. Such a configuration cor
sponds to a single vortex filament embedded in an axial p
flow. The dispersion relation~4! then reduces to

v5ak1
mg

2p
1k

a6Aab

a2b
, ~7!

wheregc5g`5g. As a result, the absolute wave numberk0

and the absolute growth ratev0,i do not depend ong. The
AI/CI transition values ofa are alsog-independent and equa
to those prevailing atg50, namelyac520.15,m50 on the
jet side andac520.91, umu51 on the wake side.6 At these
specific values of the external axial flow parametera, AI/CI
transition takes place simultaneously along the l
gc2g`50. In other words, a single vortex filament o
strengthg does not alter the AI/CI characteristics of plu
flow velocity jets or wakes.

A typical external counter-flow jet case (20.5,a,0) is
illustrated in Fig. 3~a!. When the counterflowuau is gradually
increased, the CI-domain shrinks to a narrow band on
centrifugally stabilizing sidegc2g`,0, and the flow be-
comes AI over most of the parameter plane. A typical ext
nal co-flow jet case (a.0) is illustrated in Fig. 3~b!. When
the co-flowa is gradually increased, the CI-domain expan
and occupies most of the control parameter plane. The s
qualitative tendencies hold for counter-flow and co-flo
wakes.
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FIG. 4. AI/CI domains in thea2gc plane for~a! a zero-external swirl (g`50) and~b! a finite external swirl (g`56). The shaded area corresponds to t
absolutely unstable region, and the clear area to the convectively unstable region. The dotted linegc5g` separates the centrifugally stabilizing an
destabilizing regions. For clarity, in~b!, only the helical modes participating in the delineation of the AI/CI regions have been represented.
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To compare the present results with those pertaining
the Rankine vortex with axial flow~Ref. 6!, it is enlightening
to display the AI/CI domains at a fixed setting ofg` as
shown in Fig. 4. Such diagrams are the equivalent of Fig.
in Ref. 6. In the absence of external swirl@g`50, Fig. 4~a!#,
the effect of a finitegc is always centrifugally destabilizing
Thea-interval of AI is seen to increase continuously with t
core swirl gc . The transitional modesm50 andm51 are
clearly in evidence on the jet and wake sides, respectiv
For a finite external swirl@g`56, Fig. 4~b!#, the effect of a
finite gc is centrifugally stabilizing belowgc5g` and cen-
trifugally destabilizing abovegc5g` . However, in both
cases, thea-interval of AI expands with increasing swirl dif
ferenceugc2g`u. Furthermore, in the centrifugally destab
lizing domaingc.g` , the AI range is bounded by them50
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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to

0
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andm51 modes on the jet and wake sides, respectively
the centrifugally stabilizing domaingc,g` , various nega-
tive helical waves partake in the delineation of the AI d
main.

Finally, the effect of axial shear and advection on t
instability characteristics of purely swirling vortex sheets
more clearly brought out by considering the alternate se
control parameters defined in Eq.~3!. Two typical state dia-
grams in theū2du plane are illustrated in Fig. 5 for differ
ent centrifugally destabilizing settings ofdg. Consider first
dg51.5 @Fig. 5~a!#. Whendu50, there is a narrow AI in-
terval of ū necessarily associated with finite counterflow. A
axial sheardu is increased, this AI-interval continuousl
widens: Larger magnitudes of the advection parameterū are
then required to return to CI. Whendg50.01@Fig. 5~b!#, the
ar area
FIG. 5. AI/CI domains in theū2du plane for~a! dg51.5 and~b! dg50.01. The shaded area corresponds to the absolute unstable region, and the cle
to the convectively unstable region.
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basic flow is only marginally centrifugally destabilizing b
the AI-domain extends over a wider range ofū. The same
qualitative tendencies are observed in both cases: The cr
transitional modes arem50 andm51 on the jet and wake
sides, respectively.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

These results complement those of Lim and Redekop15

in several important respects: A systematic study of
AI/CI transition curves pertaining to all helical modes h
been conducted for both jetsand wakes and for both cen
trifugally destabilizingand stabilizing swirl distributions.

In the case ofjets (a.20.5), both investigations find
that the axisymmetric modem50 first becomes AI for cen-
trifugally destabilizing swirl configurations. The prese
analysis further establishes thatm50 is replaced bym
51` at low mean swirl (gc1g`)/2. Furthermore, this
study demonstrates that centrifugally stabilizing swirl tr
gers a transition to AI viam52`.

In the case ofwakes(a,20.5), Lim and Redekopp15

find that a centrifugally destabilizing swirl induces AI via th
m522 retrograde mode, whereas we determine that AI fi
takes place through them511 cograde mode, as discuss
in Sec. III. Furthermore, the present study shows that c
trifugally stabilizing swirl leads to AI via various negativ
helical modes.

In Ref. 15, the onset of AI in swirling flows is primarily
related to the vortex core size: ‘‘The more concentrated
vortical core of the swirling flow compared to the jet diam
eter, the greater the tendency toward absolute instability’’~p.
184 of Ref. 15!. In the present context, we prefer to relate t
onset of AI to the centrifugally stabilizing or destabilizin
nature of the swirl distribution. More specifically, it has be
found illuminating to choose as pertinent control parame
the swirl differencegc2g` , the sign of which determine
centrifugal instability or stability, and the mean swirl (gc

1g`)/2. As demonstrated in Fig. 4~b! AI is promoted by
increasingugc2g`u on both the centrifugally stabilizing an
destabilizing sides. But the centrifugally stabilizing or des
bilizing nature of the swirl, i.e., the sign ofgc2g` , leads to
radically distinct transitional helical modes.

According to Fig. 4~b!, rotation whether centrifugally
stabilizing or destabilizing leads to a widening of the
region, to the extent that co-flow jets (a.0) and wakes
(a,21) may become AI for sufficiently largeugc2g`u.
Thus, the same general tendency is observed as in the ca
a solid body rotation, for instance the centrifugally stabil
ing Rankine vortex~Fig. 20 of Ref. 6! or the centrifugally
stabilizing Batchelor vortex~Fig. 12 of Ref. 4 and Fig. 7 of
Ref. 5!. Note, however, that the critical transitional mod
are radically different. In thecentrifugally stabilizingregion
gc2g`,0 of Fig. 4~b!, AI/CI transition is dominated by
negative helicalmodes (m521, m522, m523, . . .! on
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both the jet and wake sides, as in the Rankine and Batch
vortices. In thecentrifugally destabilizingcase@gc2g`.0
of Fig. 4~b!#, AI/CI transition solely involves theaxisymmet-
ric modem50 on the jet side and thebendingmodem51
on the wake side.

The present study further confirms that, in contrast w
purely temporal analyses, AI/CI transition criteria lead to t
selection of specific helical modes in simple swirling flo
profiles. The peculiarm52` transitional mode on the cen
trifugally stabilizing jet side@gc2g`,0, a.20.5 in Fig.
4~b!# is likely to be quenched for more realistic basic flo
distributions exhibiting a finite shear layer thickness.

The broadening of the AI region and the triggering of
absolute instability above a critical swirl level is a comm
robust feature of all swirling flow models that have so f
been investigated, whether centrifugally stabilizing or not.
the same way, vortex breakdown is also observed in a w
variety of configurations~leading-edge and wing-tip vortices
swirling jets, etc.! but a direct causal link with absolute in
stability remains to be established on experimentally m
sured velocity profiles.
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